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 Multiple Rounds of All-Bot Melee for Points!
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“Yay! Like they say at Facebook, move fast & break things 
(records in this case!). All in all, it was a very engaging 
and exciting team event. We were all able to get our 
hands dirty with building something new and then just 
lay back and have fun! Working with you was so smooth 
and you de�nitely pumped up the atmosphere for our 
event. We’re glad we opted for TeamWorx!”

Facebook

“We had a very talented group of technical directors and 
we wanted a unique event that would be challenging 
and also fun ... Wow TeamWorx delivered! The Robotics 
team building was ridiculously entertaining, challeng-
ing, and engaging. Competing for the world record just 
added to the competition and the fun!”

DreamWorks Animation 

“Building the robots was a great opportunity for every-
one to collaborate with people they don't normally get 
to work with. The battles, though, were the standout 
highlight: the whole team was jumping and cheering as 
we fought our tiny mechanical creations for eternal 
bragging rights and glory… Highly recommended!

 Google

“We were looking for an engaging event that promoted 
collaboration, andTeamworx delivered. The robotics 
team-building competition gave our employees a 
unique opportunity to explore science and technology 
alongside members of the local community.  It was an 
inspiring event for all involved and Teamworx made it 
possible.” 

Molex Incorporated

 

All building and battles are perfect in a meeting room or 
ballroom format and require only tables and chairs. 

Large or small groups work great (10 - 500+) people!

Ideal at about 2 hours, or 1 hour “Battle-Only” event

Similar to the popular TV show “BattleBots,” Robot Battles Team 
Building allows teams to build a functioning robot together and 
then battle each other in robot combat!

Robot Team Building is the perfect test of real world team 
building skills. Four component robot parts must be built 
correctly, then each part must work in combination with the 
other parts, for the entire robot to work. Successful teams use 
teamwork and leadership to out perform the other teams.

Groups of 15 to 500                |  Onsite Anywhere 

 5-7 people per team   |    45 min build avg

Team Size

Recent Clients Include:

Facebook    Apple
Google  Aramco 
Dropbox  Intel  
Tinder   Nuix
Net�ix   EA  
Salesforce               PayPal
Dell   ARM
Autodesk  kCura
Pandora  Bosch
E&J Gallo  Kaiser  


